According to Kim, Peris and Song, a continuous linear operator T on a complex Banach space X is called numerically hypercyclic if the numerical orbit tf pT n xq : n P Nu is dense in C for some x P X and f P X˚satisfying }x} " }f } " f pxq " 1. They have characterized numerically hypercyclic weighted shifts and provided an example of a numerically hypercyclic operator on C 2 . We answer two questions of Kim, Peris and Song. Namely, we construct a numerically hypercyclic operator, whose square is not numerically hypercyclic as well as an operator which is not numerically hypercyclic but has two numerical orbits whose union is dense in C. We characterize numerically hypercyclic operators on C 2 as well as the operators similar to a numerically hypercyclic one and those operators whose conjugacy class consists entirely of numerically hypercyclic operators. We describe in spectral terms the operator norm closure of the set of numerically hypercyclic operators on a reflexive Banach space. Finally, we provide criteria for numeric hypercyclicity and decide upon the numerical hypercyclicity of operators from various classes.
Introduction
Throughout this article X stands for a Banach space over the field C of complex numbers, while SpXq " tx P X : }x} " 1u and BpXq " tx P X : }x} ď 1u. As usual, R is the field of real numbers, R`is the set of non-negative real numbers, D " tz P C : |z| ă 1u, T " tz P C : |z| " 1u, Z`is the set of non-negative integers and N is the set of positive integers. If M is a finite or countable set, the symbol ℓ 1 pM q stands for the set of sequences in ℓ 1 pM q whose entries are all non-negative real numbers. We say that z 1 , . . . , z k P T are independent if z m 1 1 . . . z m k k ‰ 1 for every non-zero vector m P Z k . Equivalently, z j " e iθ j with θ j P R are independent if and only if π, θ 1 , . . . , θ k are linearly independent over the field Q of rational numbers. It is well-known and easy to prove that z 1 , . . . , z k P T are independent if and only if the set tpz n 1 , . . . , z n k q : n P Z`u is dense in T n . Recall that a sequence te n u nPN in X is called a Schauder basis in X if every x P X can be uniquely written as x " c n x n , where c n P C and the series is norm-convergent. The functionals en : X Ñ C, enpxq " c n are automatically continuous and are called the coordinate functionals of the Schauder basis te n u nPN . Obviously, enpe k q " δ n,k for every n, k P N. A sequence te n u nPN in X is called a Schauder basic sequence if te n u nPN is a Schauder basis in the closed linear span of the set te n : n P Nu. The symbol LpXq stands for the space of bounded linear operators T : X Ñ X and X˚is the space of continuous linear functionals f : X Ñ C. For T P LpXq, the dual operator T˚P LpX˚q acts according to the formula T˚f pxq " f pT xq. For T P LpXq, σpT q stands for the spectrum of T , while σ p pT q denotes the point spectrum of T . Recall that T P LpXq is called semi-Fredholm if T pXq is closed in X and either X{T pXq or ker T (or both, in which case T is called Fredholm) is finite dimensional. The number ipT q " dim ker T´dim X{T pXq P Z Y t´8,`8u is called the index of T . Note that the set of semi-Fredholm operators is norm-open in LpXq and that the index function i is locally constant. Recall that λ P C is called a normal eigenvalue of T P LpXq if λ is an isolated point of σpT q and the spectral projection corresponding to the clopen subset tλu of σpT q has finite rank. This rank is called the multiplicity of the normal eigenvalue λ.
Recall that x P X is called a hypercyclic vector for T P LpXq if the orbit
OpT, xq " tT n x : n P Z`u Theorem 1.7. There exists a diagonal T P NH pC 2 q such that T 2 R NH pC 2 q. Theorem 1.8. There exist a diagonal T P LpC 4 q and x 1 , x 2 P SpC 4 q such that T R NH pC 4 q, while NOpT, x 1 q Y NOpT, x 2 q is dense in C.
The following two results are motivated by Theorem KPS1. They provide sufficient conditions of weak/strong numeric hypercyclicity in terms of the restriction to a finite dimensional invariant subspace. Theorem 1.9. Each of the following conditions is sufficient for the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T P LpXq.
(1.9.1) There exist λ 1 , λ 2 P σ p pT q such that |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ą 1 and
|λ 2 | are independent in T.
(1.9.2) There are independent λ 1 , λ 2 P T such that ker pT´λ j Iq 2 ‰ ker pT´λ j Iq for j P t1, 2u.
(1.9.3) There exist λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 P σ p pT q such that |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ą |λ 3 | ą 1,
has infinite order in the group T and (1.9.4) There exist λ 1 , λ 2 P σ p pT q and λ 3 P T such that ker pT´λ 3 Iq 2 ‰ ker pT´λ 3 Iq, |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ą 1,
has infinite order in T and λ 1 |λ 1 | , λ 3 are independent. Theorem 1.10. Each of the following conditions is sufficient for the strong numeric hypercyclicity of T P LpXq.
(1.10.1) There exist λ 1 , . . . , λ n P σ p pT q and c 1 , . . . , c n P R`such that ! n ř j"1 c j λ k j : k P Z`) is dense in C.
(1.10.2) There exist λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 P σ p pT q such that |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | " |λ 3 | ą 1 and
|λ 3 | are independent. In the Hilbert space situation we can refine the first two parts of Theorem 1.9. Proposition 1.11. Let H be a Hilbert space and T P LpHq. Assume that there exist λ 1 , λ 2 P σ p pT q such that |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ą 1, the eigenspaces ker pT´λ 1 Iq and ker pT´λ 2 Iq are non-orthogonal and
are independent in T. Then T P NH pHq. Proposition 1.12. Let H be a Hilbert space and T P LpHq. Assume that there exist λ 1 , λ 2 P C such that ker pT´λ j Iq 2 ‰ ker pT´λ j Iq for j P t1, 2u, |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ě 1 and
|λ 2 | are independent in T. Then T P NH pHq.
We characterize NH pC 2 q, SNH pC 2 q, WNH pC 2 q and WNH pC 3 q. Theorem 1.13. Let T P LpC 2 q. Then T P WNH pC 2 q if and only if σpT q " tλ 1 , λ 2 u, where |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ą 1 and
|λ 2 | are independent in T. Furthermore, T P SNH pC 2 q if and only if σpT q " tλ 1 , λ 2 u with tλ k 1`λ k 2 : k P Z`u being dense in C. Finally, T P NH pC 2 q if and only if either T P SNH pC 2 q or T P WNH pC 2 q and T is not unitarily equivalent to a diagonal operator. Theorem 1.14. Let T P LpC 3 q. Then T is weakly numerically hypercyclic if and only if either there are λ 1 , λ 2 P σpT q such that |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ą 1 and
|λ 2 | are independent in T or σpT q " tλ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 u, where |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ą |λ 3 | ą 1,
has infinite order in the group T and λ 1 |λ 1 | , λ 3 |λ 3 | are independent in T. Remark 1.15. The above results provide easy explicit examples of numerically hypercyclic operators on C n . For instance, applying Theorems 1.13, Theorem 1.10 and Proposition 1.12 respectively, we havê 2e iπ log 2 1 0 2e iπ log 3˙P NH pC 2 q,¨2
e iπ log 2 0 0 0 2e iπ log 3 0 0 0 2e iπ log 5‚ P SNH pC 3 q Ă NH pC 3 q and¨e iπ log 2 1 0 0 0 e iπ log 2 0 0 0 0 e iπ log 3 1 0 0 0 e iπ log 3‹ ‹ ‚ P NH pC 4 q.
In relation to Theorem 1.13 it makes sense to mention the following fact. Proposition 1.16. For every R ą 1, pz, wq P T 2 : tR n pz n`wn q : n P Z`u is dense in C ( is a dense G δ -subset of T 2 of Lebesgue measure 0. Remark 1.17. Let tx, yu be a fixed linear basis in C 2 and R ą 1. For each pz, wq P T 2 , consider T " T z,w P LpC 2 q given by T x " Rzx and T y " Rwy. By Theorem 1.13 and Proposition 1.16, for almost all pz, wq P T 2 in the Lebesgue measure sense, T z,w P WNH pC 2 qzNH pC 2 q if xx, yy " 0 and T z,w P NH pC 2 qzSNH pC 2 q if xx, yy ‰ 0. In particular, there are numerically hypercyclic operators on C 2 which are not strongly numerically hypercyclic and there are weakly numerically hypercyclic operators on C 2 that are not numerically hypercyclic.
Due to León-Saavedra and Müller [12] , if T P LpXq is hypercyclic or weakly hypercyclic, then so is zT for each z P T. Moreover, Theorem KPS2 ensures that if a weighted shift T is numerically hypercyclic, then so is zT for each z P C satisfying |z| ě 1. In general, the scalar multiples of numerically hypercyclic operators do not exhibit this nice behavior even in the friendly realm of diagonal operators on C 2 . Proposition 1.18. For every T P LpC 2 q, there is w P T such that wT R WNH pC 2 q. Proposition 1.19. For each z, w P T, M pz, wq " " r ą 1 :ˆr z 0 0 rw˙P NH pC 2 q * is a G δ -subset of R, being either infinite or empty. There exist w, z P T such that M pz, wq is a dense G δ -subset of p1, 8q and therefore is uncountable. For every w, z P T, M pz, wq has zero Lebesgue measure.
By Proposition 1.19, not a single diagonal T P LpC 2 q satisfies rT P NH pC 2 q for each r ą 1.
Infinite dimensional results
The following two theorems provide further sufficient conditions for weak/strong numeric hypercyclicity.
Theorem 1.20. Each of the following conditions is sufficient for the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T P LpXq.
(1.20.1) There is a sequence tz n u nPN in σ p pT q such that 1 ă |z 1 | ă |z 2 | ă . . . (1.20.2) There is r ą 1 such that σ p pT q X rT is infinite.
(1.20.3) There is a cyclic vector x for T satisfying lim inf nÑ8 1`}T n x} }T n } " 0. (1.20.4) There are x P X and an infinite set A Ď N such that }T n x} Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8, n P A and the sequence T n x }T n x} ( nPA is weakly convergent but is not norm convergent.
The following examples show how to apply Theorem 1.20. Example 1.21. I`V P WNH pL 2 r0, 1sq, where V f pxq " ş x 0 f ptq dt is the classical Volterra operator. Proof. It is easy to verify (see, for instance, [3] ) that }T n } Ñ 8 and }T n g} " op}T n }q, where T " I`V and gpxq " x for x P r0, 1s. Since g is a cyclic vector for T , (1.20.3) is satisfied and T P WNH pL 2 r0, 1sq by Theorem 1.20. Example 1.22. Let a P Cr0, 1s be non-constant and }a} ą 1. Then M P WNH pCr0, 1sq, where M is the multiplication by a operator: M f " af for f P Cr0, 1s.
Proof. Let K " tt P r0, 1s : |aptq| " }a}u. If K ‰ r0, 1s, we can pick f P Cr0, 1s such that K " tt P r0, 1s : f ptq " 0u and let X be the closed linear span of OpM, f q. It is easy to see that }M nˇX } " }a} n for every n P Z`and }T n f } " op}a} n q as n Ñ 8. Thus (1.20.3) is satisfied for MˇˇX and therefore MˇˇX P WNH pXq. By Proposition 1.2, M P WNH pCr0, 1sq. It remains to consider the case K " r0, 1s. Let R " }a}. Since a is non-constant and |a| " R, Proposition 1.16 ensures that we can pick w, z P T such that Rz, Rw P apr0, 1sq and tR n pz n`wn q : n P Z`u is dense in C. Choose s, t P r0, 1s such that apsq " Rz and aptq " Rw and let 1 be the constant 1 function on r0, 1s. Set ϕ P Cr0, 1s˚to be ϕpf q " 1 2 pf psq`f ptqq. Clearly, p1, ϕq P ΠpCr0, 1sq and ϕpM n 1q " 1 2 R n pz n`wn q for n P Z`. Thus OpM, 1, ϕq is dense in C and therefore M P NH pCr0, 1sq Ă WNH pCr0, 1sq. Theorem 1.23. Each of the following conditions is sufficient for the strong numeric hypercyclicity of T P LpXq.
(1.23.1) X is reflexive and there are a Schauder basic sequence te n u nPN in X and c P ℓ 1 pNq such that T e n " λ n e n with λ n P C for each n P N and
(1.23.2) X is reflexive and there is a Schauder basic sequence te n u nPN in X such that T e n " λ n e n for each n P N, where λ n P C are such that |λ 1 | ą 1, the sequence t|λ n |u nPN is pmaybe non-strictlyq increasing and the numbers λn |λn| are pairwise distinct elements of T. (1.23.3) There is λ P C such that |λ| ě 1 and T´λI is semi-Fredholm of positive index.
(1.23.4) X is reflexive and there is λ P C such that |λ| ě 1 and T´λI is semi-Fredholm of negative index.
The reflexivity condition in the above theorem can not be removed entirely as illustrated by the following examples. Example 1.24. Let tz n u nPN be a sequence of finite order elements of T, r ą 1 and T P Lpc 0 pNqq be the diagonal operator with the numbers rz n on the diagonal. Then T R NH pc 0 pNqq.
Proof. Let px, f q P Πpc 0 pNqq and A " tn P N : |x n | " 1u. Clearly A is non-empty and finite and there is c P R À such that f acts according to the formula f pyq " ř nPA c n x n y n for each y P c 0 pNq. Hence
Since A is finite and each z n has finite order, OpT, x, f q is contained in the union of finitely many lines in C through the origin. Hence OpT, x, f q is nowhere dense in C and T R NH pc 0 pNqq. Example 1.25. Let r ą 1 and T R NH pc 0 pNqq be given by pT xq 1 " 0 and pT xq n " rx n´1 if n ą 1. Then T´I is Fredholm of index´1 and T R NH pc 0 pNqq.
Proof. Let px, f q P Πpc 0 pNqq and the finite set A Ă N and c P R À be as in the proof of Example 1.24. It is easy to see that f pT k xq " 0 if k ě maxpAq. Thus OpT, x, f q is a finite set. Hence T R NH pc 0 pNqq. On the other hand, T´I is injective and pT´Iqpc 0 pNqq is exactly the kernel of ϕ P c 0 pNq˚given by ϕpxq "
Obviously, a self-adjoint operator T on a Hilbert space H can not be numerically hypercyclic. Indeed, NOpT, xq Ă R for each x P SpHq. The following theorem nearly (but not quite) characterizes weakly numerically hypercyclic normal operators. It also allows a funny characterisation of weakly numerically hypercyclic self-adjoint operators. Theorem 1.26. Let H be a Hilbert space, T P LpHq and k P N be such that T k is normal. Then the following statements are true.
(1.26.1) T P WNH pHq if there is a sequence tλ n u nPN in σpT q such that 1 ă |λ 1 | ă |λ 2 | ă . . . (1.26.2) T P NH pHq if there is a sequence tλ n u nPN in σpT q such that 1 ă |λ 1 | ă |λ 2 | ă . . . and the numbers λ j |λ j | are pairwise distinct.
(1.26.3) If T k is self-adjoint, then T P WNH pHq if and only if the set t´|z| : z P σpT q, |z| ą 1u is not well-ordered by the natural ordering of R. (1.26.4) T P NH pHq if there exist r ą 1 and a T k -invariant subspace K such that 1 r T kˇK P LpKq is a unitary operator with infinite spectrum.
Herrero [8, 9] described the norm closure of the set of hypercyclic operators on ℓ 2 pNq in terms of the spectrum. Prǎjiturǎ [14] demonstrated that the set of weakly hypercyclic operators on ℓ 2 pNq has the same closure. We provide a spectral description of the closures of SNH pXq, WNH pXq and NH pXq for an arbitrary reflexive Banach space X. Theorem 1.29. Let X be reflexive and T P LpXq. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1.29.1) T does not belong to the operator norm closure of SNH pXq; (1.29.2) T does not belong to the operator norm closure of NH pXq; (1.29.3) T does not belong to the operator norm closure of WNH pXq; (1.29.4) the set tλ P σpT q : |λ| ě 1u consists of finitely many normal eigenvalues of multiplicity 1 with pairwise distinct absolute values.
The structure
In Section 2 we prove Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 by means of explicit examples. In the same section we show that the existence of a numerical orbit NOpT, xq dense in a non-empty open subset of C does not guarantee the numeric hypercyclicity of T P LpC 2 q. In Section 3 we prove Proposition 1.16 and build up a toolbox used later on in order to prove the main results. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorems 1.9 and 1.10, which provide sufficient conditions of weak and of strong numeric hypercyclicity in terms of a restriction to a finite dimensional invariant subspace. In Section 5, we prove Propositions 1.11 and 1.12, which deal with the similar issues in the Hilbert space setting. Theorem 1.20, providing genuinely infinite dimensional sufficient conditions of weak numeric hypercyclicity, is proved in Section 6. We prove Theorems 1.13, describing the numerically hypercyclic operators on C 2 , and Theorem 1.14, describing the weakly numerically hypercyclic operators on C 3 , in Section 7. Theorem 1.23, which provides infinite dimensional sufficient conditions for the strong numeric hypercyclicity, is proved in Section 8. In Section 9, we prove Theorem 1.29, which describes the operator norm closure of the set of numerically hypercyclic operators on a reflexive Banach space. Theorem 1.26, dealing with numeric hypercyclicity of normal operators, is proved in Section10. In Section 11, we prove Propositions 1.18 and 1.19 on scalar multiples of numerically hypercyclic operators on C 2 . In Section 12, we make some further remarks, construct few examples and raise several questions on the numeric hypercyclicity.
2 Proof of Theorems 1.7 and 1.8
Our construction is similar to the proof of Theorem KPS1 in [10] . The main difference is that we need and achieve better control of the numbers in the numerical orbit. Note also that there are natural generalizations and some estimates below are far from optimal.
Funny numbers
As usual, for m, n P N, we write m | n if m is a divisor of n. Let p be an odd prime number and ν k " ν k ppq for k P N be powers of p defined recurrently by the formula
Let also w " tw k u kPN be a fixed sequence of complex numbers satisfying
We define a sequence tm k " m k pp, wqu kPN of positive integers according to the following rule:
Since the gaps between consecutive members of tm P N : 2|m, p ffl mu do not exceed 4, we have
According to (2.2) and (2.4),
By (2.1) and (2.5), the series ř m k ν k converges, which allows us to define τ " τ pp, wq "
Lemma 2.1. In the above notation the following asymptotic relations hold:
Proof. Note that for each k P N,
Since e πN k i "´1, we have z ν k "´exp´πi
Multiplying by p ν k and using (2.1), we get
By (2.1) and (2.5), the sequence in the O sign converges to 0 as k Ñ 8.
p k´| w k | Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8 and (2.7) follows. We prove (2.8) in two steps. Denote Λ "
. First, we shall verify that lim
If n P N is large enough, there is a unique k " kpnq ě 2 such that
Using the estimate n ď ? ν k ν k`1 , (2.1) and (2.5), we obtain
can not be an odd integer. Hence the distance from
to the nearest odd integer is at least
. Then by the last two displays,
2 for all sufficiently large n R Λ, which immediately implies (2.10). In order to complete the proof of (2.8) and that of the lemma, it now suffices to show that lim inf
By the already verified equality (2.7), lim
Combining it with (2.2), we
Hence, we can find a sequence r k of real numbers such that z ν k "´e ir k for every k P N, p´νk k " Op|r k |q and r k " Opkp´ν k q as k Ñ 8.
The last relation yields r
for some constant c ą 0 independent on n (c does exist because
since m ě 3. Thus the lower limit of |1`z n | 1{n is at least p´1 {3 as n Ñ 8, n P Λ. This completes the proof of (2.8) and that of the lemma.
Keeping the above notation, for each k P N, we choose q k P t0, 1, . . . , p k´1 u such thaťˇˇw
The inequality 0 ď q k ă p k and (2.1) ensure that the series
converges. Thus we can define θ " θpp, wq "
(2.13) Lemma 2.2. In the above notation,
Proof. By (2.12),ˇˇw
These two relations and the estimate |w k | ď k imply that exp´2
By (2.13),
Opkq, we have pu ν k´e xpp2πq k i{p k qqp ν k p1`zq ν k Ñ 0, which together with (2.15) implies (2.14).
T P LpC
2 q with a prescribed numerical orbit
The following result shows that the somewhere dense orbit theorem fails miserably for numerical orbits.
Proposition 2.3. Let a non-empty open subset U of C be the interior of a closed set. Then there exist a diagonal T P LpC 2 q and x 0 P SpC 2 q such that U is the interior of NOpT, x 0 q and for every x P SpC 2 q either NOpT, xq " NOpT, x 0 q or NOpT, xq is nowhere dense in C.
Proof. Let p be an odd prime number. Choose a sequence w " tw k u kPN in C such that 1 k ď |w k | ď k for every k P N and tw k : k ě k 0 u is a dense subset of 2U for some k 0 P N. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, (2.14) and (2.8) hold for ν k " ν k ppq, z " zpp, wq and u " upp, wq defined in (2.1), (2.6) and (2.13) respectively. Now let T P LpC 2 q be the diagonal operator with the numbers pu and puz on the diagonal. If x " pa, bq P SpC 2 q, then
If |a| ‰ |b|, the above display yields |xT n x, xy| ě p n ||a| 2´| b| 2 | Ñ 8 and NOpT, xq is nowhere dense in C. If |a| " |b|, then |a| " |b| "
and the above display reads 2xT n x, xy " p n u n p1`z n q for every n P Z`.
Since tw k {2 : k ě k 0 u is a dense subset of U and U is the interior of a closed set, U is the interior of the closure of txT ν k x, xy : k P Nu. By the above display and (2.8), |xT n x, xy| Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8, n R tν k : k P Nu. Hence U is the interior of the closure of txT n x, xy : n P Nu " NOpT, xq. It remains to note that if |a| " |b|, then NOpT, xq does not depend on x.
Proof of Theorem 1.7
Let p be an odd prime number. Choose a sequence w " tw k u kPN in C such that 1 k ď |w k | ď k for every k P N and tw k : k P Nu is dense in C. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, (2.14) and (2.8) hold for ν k " ν k ppq, z " zpp, wq and u " upp, wq defined in (2.1), (2.6) and (2.13) respectively. Now let T P LpC 2 q be the diagonal operator with the numbers pu and puz on the main diagonal.
First, if x 0 "`1 ?
SpC 2 q, then 2xT n x 0 , x 0 y " p n u n p1`z n q for every n P Z`. By (2.14),
Hence NOpT, xq is dense in C and T P NH pC 2 q.
Let x " pa, bq P SpC 2 q. If |a| ‰ |b|, as in the proof of Proposition 2.3, we have |xT n x, xy| ě p n ||a| 2´| b| 2 | Ñ 8 and NOpT, xq is nowhere dense in C. Hence NOpT 2 , xq, being a subset of NOpT, xq, is nowhere dense in C. If |a| " |b|, then 2xpT 2 q n x, xy " p 2n u 2n p1`z 2n q for n P Z`. Since each ν k is odd, (2.8) guarantees that lim inf
and NOpT 2 , xq is nowhere dense in C. Thus T 2 R NH pC 2 q. The proof of Theorem 1.7 is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.8
Let p and q be two odd prime numbers such that p ą q 3{2 , ν k " ν k ppq and ν 1 k " ν k pqq be as defined in (2.1). Let also w " tw k u kPN and w 1 " tw 1 k u kPN be two sequences of complex numbers such that 1 k ď |w k |, |w 1 k | ď k for every k P N, tw k : k P Nu is a dense subset of the half-plane tt P C : Re t ą 0u and tw 1 k : k P Nu is a dense subset of the half-plane tt P C : Re t ă 0u. Let also z " zpp, wq, z 1 " zpq, w 1 q, u " upp, wq and u 1 " upq, w 1 q be as defined in (2.6) and (2.13) and let T be the diagonal operator on C 4 with the numbers pu, puz, qu 1 and qu 1 z 1 on the diagonal.
First, observe that if x, y P SpC 4 q are given by x "`1 ?
2xT n x, xy " p n u n p1`z n q and 2xT n y, yy " q n pu 1 q n p1`pz 1 q n q for every n P Z`.
Hence the union of 2 numerical orbits of T corresponding to elements of ΠpC 4 q is dense in C. The proof will be complete if we prove that T is not numerically hypercyclic. In order to do that, let x " pa, b, c, dq be an arbitrary element of SpC 4 q. It remains to show that NOpT, xq is not dense in C. A direct computation yields
Case 1: |a| ‰ |b|. By (2.16), |xT n x, xy| ě ||a| 2´| b| 2 |p n p1`Opq n {p nÑ 8 as n Ñ 8 since q ă p. Hence NOpT, xq is non-dense in C.
Case 2: |a| " |b| ‰ 0 and |c|`|d| ‰ 0. Since p ą q 3{2 , we can pick r P pq, p 2{3 q. By (2.8), there is c ą 0 such that p n |1`z n | ě cr n for every n P Nztν k : k P Nu. According to (2.16), we have
If |c| " |d| ‰ 0, the obvious observation that ν 1 k ‰ ν m for every k, m P N and (2.8) imply that there is
Combining these estimates with (2.16), we get |xT ν k x, xy| ě c 2 s ν k`O pkq Ñ 8 as k Ñ 8. Then by the above display |xT n x, xy| Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8 and NOpT, xq is non-dense in C.
Case 3: a " b " 0 and |c| ‰ |d|. By (2.16), |xT n x, xy| ě ||c| 2´| d| 2 |q n Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. Hence NOpT, xq is non-dense in C.
Case 4: a " b " 0 and |c| " |d|. By (2.16), 2xT n x, xy " q n pu 1 q n p1`pz 1 q n q for n P N. Then by (2.8), the lower limit of |xT n x, xy| 1{n as n Ñ 8, n R tν
On the other hand, according to Lemma 2.2, lim
k is in the left half-plane, NOpT, xq has no accumulation points in the open right half-plane. Thus NOpT, xq is non-dense in C.
Case 5: |a| " |b| and c " d " 0. By (2.16), 2xT n x, xy " p n u n p1`z n q for every n P N. Then according to (2.8), the lower limit of |xT n x, xy| 1{n as n Ñ 8, n R tν k : k P Nu is at least p 2{3 ą 1. Hence |xT n x, xy| Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8, n R tν k : k P Nu. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2, lim
Since each w k is in the right half-plane, NOpT, xq has no accumulation points in the open left half-plane. Hence NOpT, xq is non-dense in C. The proof of Theorem 1.8 is complete.
Dense sums of powers
We need a number of technical results. First, we state the Universality Theorem, which will be repeatedly used in this and in the subsequent sections. A topological space X is called Baire if the intersection of countably many dense open subsets of X is always dense in X. Recall that a Polish space is a separable topological space X, whose topology can be defined by a metric d such that the metric space pX, dq is complete. By the Baire Theorem, every Polish space is Baire. The following result is a particular case of the Universality Theorem [6, p. 348-349], see also [2, 7] .
Theorem U. Let X be a Baire topological space, Y be a Polish space and F " tf a : a P Au be a collection of continuous maps f a : X Ñ Y such that the set tpx, f a pxqq : x P X, a P Au is dense in XˆY . Then x P X : tf a pxq : a P Au is dense in Y ( is a dense G δ -subset of X. In particular, there is x P X such that tf a pxq : a P Au is dense in Y .
Finite sums
Lemma 3.1. Let z, w P T be independent and tR n u nPN be a sequence of positive numbers such that R n Ñ 8. Then
Proof. Obviously, f n pa, bq " R n paz n`b w n q is a continuous map from T 2 to C. By Theorem U, the proof will be complete if we verify that Λ " tpa, b, R n paz n`b w n: pa, bq P T 2 , n P Z`u is a dense subset of TˆTˆC.
Pick α, β P T and v P Czt0u and let s " v |v| and t n " |v| 2Rn . Clearly, t n Ñ 0 and v " 2R n st n for each n P N. Since z and w are independent, tpz n , w n q : n P Z`u is dense in T 2 and there is a strictly increasing sequence tn k u kPN of positive integers such that t n k ă 1 for each k, z n k Ñ isα´1 and w n k Ñ´isβ´1 as k Ñ 8. Set
Hence the sequence tpa k , b k , vqu of elements of Λ converges to pα, β, vq. Since α, β P T and v P Czt0u are arbitrary, Λ is dense in TˆTˆC.
Lemma 3.2. Let z, w P T be independent, k P N, m P Z, and tR n u nPN , tr n u nPN be two sequences of positive numbers such that R n Ñ 8, r n Ñ 8 and
Proof. Clearly, f n pa, bq " R n z mn paz kn`a´1 z´k n q`br n w n is a continuous map from T 2 to C. By Theorem U, the proof will be complete if we verify that
Pick α, β P T and v P C. Since r n Ñ 8, for each sufficiently large n, the circle z´m n v`r n T intersects the real line at 2 points with exactly one s n being in p0, 8q. Let u n P T be the unique number such that z´m n v`r n u n " s n . Obviously, u n Ñ 1 and 4R 2 n i P T. Clearly, q n Ñ i as n Ñ 8. Let a n " q n z´k n . It is easy to verify that R n pa n z kn`a´1 n z´k n q`r n b n w n " v for each sufficiently large n.
Since z and w are independent, tpz kn , w n z´m n q : n P Z`u is dense in T 2 . Thus there is a strictly increasing sequence tn j u jPN of positive integers such that z kn j Ñ iα´1 and w n j z´m n j Ñ´β´1 as j Ñ 8. Since u n Ñ 1 and q n Ñ i, we have b n j "´w´n j z´m n j u n j Ñ β and a n j " q n j z´k n j Ñ α. By the above display, pa n j , b n j , vq P Λ and therefore pα, β, vq is the limit of a sequence of elements of Λ. Since α, β P T and v P C are arbitrary, Λ is dense in TˆTˆC.
Lemma 3.3. Let u, w, z P T be independent and tR n u nPN be a sequence of positive numbers such that R n Ñ 8. Then there exist a, b, c P R`such that tR n pau n`b w n`c z n q : n P Z`u is dense in C.
Clearly, f n : A Ñ C, f n pa, bq " R n pau n`b w n`c z n q is continuous. By Theorem U, the proof will be complete if we show that
Differentiating F , we easily confirm that for every px, ξq P AˆM , the differentials of both F px,¨q at ξ and F p¨, ξq at x have rank 2.
Furthermore, for every x P A, F px, M q is an open subset of C containing 0.
Let x " pa, bq P A and y P C. Pick ξ " pα, β, γq P M such that F px, ξq " 0. According to (3.1), a standard implicit function argument yields that for every sequence tξ j " pα j , β j , γ j qu jPN in T 3 convergent to ξ and for every sequence tz j u jPN in C convergent to 0, there is a sequence tx j " pa j , b j qu jPN in R 2 convergent to x such that F px j , ξ j q " z j for each sufficiently large j P N.
Since u, w, z are independent, tpu n , w n , z n q : n P Z`u is dense in T 3 . Thus there is a strictly increasing sequence tn j u jPN of positive integers such that u n j Ñ α, w n j Ñ β and z n j Ñ γ. By (3.2), we can pick a sequence tx j " pa j , b j qu jPN in R 2 convergent to x such that F px j , ξ j q " y Rn j for each sufficiently large j, where ξ j " pu n j , w n j , z n j q. Since A is open, x j P A for each sufficiently large j. By the definition of F , R n j pa j u n j`b j w n j`p 1´a j´bj qz n j q " y and therefore pa j , b j , yq P Λ for each sufficiently large j. Since pa j , b j , yq Ñ pa, b, yq and x " pa, bq P A, y P C are arbitrary, Λ is dense in AˆC.
Lemma 3.4. Let z, w P T be independent, tR n u nPN and tr n u nPN be sequences of positive numbers such that R n Ñ 8 and Rn rn Ñ 8, U be a non-empty open subset of C and ϕ : U Ñ C be continuous. Then
Proof. Clearly, it is enough to prove the statement with U replaced by an arbitrary non-empty open set whose closure is contained in U . Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that ϕ is bounded: c " supt|ϕpuq| : u P U u ă 8. Since z, w are independent, we can pick independent s, u P T such that z " us and w " us´1. Then
a`ρ n ϕpaqqs´nf or each n P N, where ρ n " rn Rn . By Theorem U, it suffices to verify that
Fix a P U zt0u and y P Czt0u. Since s, u are independent, tps n , u n q : n P Nu is dense in T 2 . Hence, we can find a strictly increasing sequence tn k u kPN of positive integers such that s n k Ñ i|a| a and u n k Ñ y |y| as k Ñ 8. Since i|a|s´n k Ñ a P U and U is open, there is ε ą 0 such that for each sufficiently large k, is´n k |a|e ix P U for every x P r´ε, εs. Thus for each sufficiently large k, we can define the map
Re`i|a|e ix`ρ n k ϕpis´n k |a|e ix qs n k˘.
For every δ P p0, εq, we have min xPr´ε,´δs
By (3.3), ξ k takes both positive and negative values for each sufficiently large k. Since each ξ k is continuous, the Intermediate Value Theorem guarantees the existence of x k P r´ε, εs such that ξ k px k q " 0. Furthermore, the estimates (3.3) imply that x k Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8. Now we set a k " i|a|e ix k s´n k P U and
Using the above display together with the equality ξ k px k q " 0 and the definition of ξ k , we arrive to
Thus tpa k , y k qu is a sequence in Λ convergent to pa, yq. Since a P U zt0u and y P Czt0u are arbitrary, Λ is dense in UˆC.
Lemma 3.5. Let 1 ă r ă R and k, m be distinct integers. Then
Proof. By Theorem U, it suffices to verify that Λ " tpz, w, R n pz kn`zmn q`r n w n q : z, w P T, n P Z`u is dense in TˆTˆC.
Let a, b P T and y P C. Since k ‰ m, for every n P N, there are s n , t n P T such that s k n`s m n " 0 and |t k n`t m n | " 2. Consider the function G n : T Ñ C, G n pzq " R n r´npz k`zm q´r´ny. Then |G n ps n q| " r´n|y| ă 1 for each sufficiently large n and |G n pt n q| ě 2 R n r n´| y| r n ą 1 for each sufficiently large n. Thus for n large enough the function |G n | must attain the value 1. That is, there is c n P T such that G n pc n q " d n P T. Hence R n pc k n`c m n q`r n d n " y for each sufficiently large n. Now pick z n P T and w n P T such that z n n " c n , w n n " d n , |z n´a | ă π n and |w n´b | ă π n . Since R n pz nk n`z nm n q`r n w n n " y, we have pz n , w n , yq P Λ. Since z n Ñ a, w n Ñ b and a, b P T, y P C are arbitrary, Λ is dense in TˆTˆC.
Proof of Proposition 1.16
Let U R " pz, wq P T 2 : tR n pz n`wn q : n P Z`u is dense in C ( . We have to show that U R is a dense G δ -subset of T 2 of Lebesgue measure 0. By Theorem U, in order to show that U R is a dense G δ -subset of T 2 , it suffices to verify that Λ " tpz, w, R n pz n`wn: z, w P T, n P Z`u is dense in TˆTˆC.
Let y P C and z, w P T. Since T`T Ą 2D, for every n satisfying 2R n ą |y|, we can find a n , b n P T such that R n pa n`bn q " y. For each such n we can pick z n , w n P T for which z n n " a n , w n n " b n , |z n´z | ă π n and |w n´w | ă π n . Since y " R n pa n`bn q " R n pz n n`w n n q, we have pz n , w n , yq P Λ for every sufficiently large n. Since pz n , w n , yq Ñ pz, w, yq and y P C, z, w P T are arbitrary, Λ is dense in TˆTˆC. By Theorem U, U R is a dense G δ -subset of T 2 . Now let µ be the normalized Lebesgue measure on T 2 . A straightforward computation yields µtpz, wq P T 2 : |z n`wn | ď cu " 2 π arcsin`c 2˘f or every c P r0, 2s and n P N.
Pick r P p1, Rq. By (3.4),
Hence for almost all pz, wq P T 2 , |z n`wn | ą r n R n for all sufficiently large n and therefore R n |z n`wn | Ñ 8. Since the condition R n |z n`wn | Ñ 8 is incompatible with the membership in U R , µpU R q " 0, as required.
Infinite sums and integrals
Recall that A Ď Z is called syndetic if there is a finite subset B of Z such that A`B " Z. Equivalently, A is syndetic if A " tn k : k P Zu, where n k`1 ą n k for each k P Z and tn k`1´nk : k P Zu is bounded. Lemma 3.6. Let G be a compact topological group, U be an open subset of G and g P G. Then the set A " tn P Z : g n P U u is either empty or syndetic. In particular, if U contains the identity element, then A is always syndetic.
Proof. Since G is a compact topological group, the subgroup H " tg m : m P Zu is pre-compact with respect to the induced topology. If V " U X H is empty, then A " ∅. Otherwise, V is a non-empty open subset of H. Hence we can pick m P Z such that g m V is a neighborhood of the identity in H. Since H is pre-compact, there is a finite set C " tg n 1 , . . . , g n k u Ď H such that Cg m V " H. It follows that B`A " Z, where B " tn 1`m , . . . , n k`m u. Hence A is syndetic.
Lemma 3.7. Let M be a subset of T such that 1 is an accumulation point of M , A be a syndetic subset of Z and k P N.
Proof. Let u " pu 1 , . . . , u k q be an arbitrary point in T k . Then we can pick θ j P R such that u j " e θ j i for 1 ď j ď k. Fix temporarily δ P p0, 1{2q. Since A is syndetic, there is q P N such that A`t1, . . . , qu " Z. Since 1 is an accumulation point of M , we can pick b 1 pδq, . . . , b k pδq P R such that 0 ă |b k pδq| ă δ, 0 ă |b j´1 pδq| ă δ|b j pδq| for 2 ď j ď k and e b j pδqi P M for 1 ď j ď k. First, we choose the smallest positive integer m 1 such that dist pm 1 b 1 pδq´θ 1 , 2πZq ă |b 1 pδq|. Then we pick the smallest integer m 2 greater than m 1 such that dist pm 2 b 2 pδq´θ 2 , 2πZq ă |b 2 pδq|. We proceed the same way. Namely, having chosen m 1 , . . . , m j´1 , we set m j to be the smallest integer greater than m j´1 such that dist pm j b j pδq´θ j , 2πZq ă |b j pδq|. By definition of q, we can pick n P A such that
where the third inequality is derived from |b m´1 pδq| ă δ|b m pδq|. Hence |nb j pδq´m j b j pδq| ď pq´1q|b j pδq|`2 πδ 1´δ ď δpq´1`4πq for 1 ď j ď k since |b j pδq| ă δ. Since dist pm j b j pδq´θ j , 2πZq ă |b j pδq|, we have |u j´e m j b j pδqi | ă |b j pδq| ă δ. According to the above display, |e nb j pδqi´em j b j pδqi | ă δpq´1`4πq. Hence |u j´z n j | ă δpq`4πq, where z j " e b j pδqi . Since z j P M , n P A X N and δ P p0, 1{2q is arbitrary, the desired result follows.
Corollary 3.8. Let M be an infinite subset of T, A be a syndetic subset of Z, k, n 0 P N and u " pu 1 , . . . , u k q P T k . Then for every ε ą 0, there exist n, m P A and z, z 1 , . . . , z k P M such that m ą n ą n 0 , |z´nz n j´u j | ă ε and |z´mz m j´u 2
Proof. Since A is syndetic, there is q P N such that A`t1, . . . , qu " Z. Since T is compact and M is infinite, there is an accumulation point v P T of M . Then for each δ P p0, 1q, 1 is an accumulation point of M δ " tv´1z : z P M, |z´v| ă δu. By Lemma 3.7, there are n P A and w 1 , . . . , w k P M δ such that n ą n 0 and |w n j´u j | ă δ for 1 ď j ď k. Since w j P M δ , w j " z j v with z j P M and |z j´v | ă δ. Since v is an accumulation point of M , we can find z P M such that |z´v| ă δ 2n . Since |w n j´u j | ă δ, w j "
and |z´v| ă δ 2n , we have |z´nz n j´u j | ă 2δ for 1 ď j ď k. It follows that |z´2 n z 2n
Thus for δ satisfying p2q`4qδ ă ε, |z´nz n j´u j | ă ε and |z´mz m j´u 2 j | ă ε for 1 ď j ď k, as required.
The following lemma looks painfully technical. We need it nonetheless. For each ε ą 0, let
Lemma 3.9. There exist ε, d ą 0 such that for every u P P ε and every z, w P d D, there are positive numbers a 1 , . . . , a 5 satisfying a 1`. . .`a 5 " 1, a 1 u 1`. . .`a 5 u 5 " z and a 1 u 6`. . .`a 5 u 10 " w.
Proof. For every u P C 10 , consider the R-linear map S u : R 4 Ñ C 2 given by the formula
Let ξ " e 2πi{5 and for α, β P T, let upα, βq " pαξ, αξ 2 , αξ 3 , αξ 4 , α, βξ 2 , βξ 4 , βξ, βξ 3 , βq P T 10 . Then S upα,βq " ST α,β , where T α,β : C 2 Ñ C 2 , T α pz, wq " pαz, βwq and
First
One can verify (with some effort by hand and on the spot using an appropriate software) that the matrix in the above display is invertible. Thus S upα,βq is invertible for each α, β P T. Since the set of invertible R-linear operators from R 4 to C 2 is open, there is ε 0 ą 0 such that S u is invertible for every u P P ε 0 . Thus for each u P P ε 0 and every pz, wq P C 2 , there exists a unique apu, z, wq P R 4 such that S u apu, z, wq " pz´u 5 , w´u 10 q. Obviously, the map pu, z, wq Þ Ñ apu, z, wq is continuous on P
a j pu, z, wq. It is straightforward to see that the equality S u apu, z, wq " pz´u 5 , w´u 10 q is equivalent to a 1 u 1`. . .`a 5 u 5 " z and a 1 u 6`. . .`a 5 u 10 " w, which completes the proof.
Lemma 3.10. Let M be an infinite countable subset of T, ω : R`Ñ R`be a strictly increasing continuous concave function vanishing at 0 and tR n u nPN be a sequence of positive numbers such that R n Ñ 8. Then there exists a P ℓ 1 pM q such that ÿ zPM ωpa z q ă 8 and
Proof. First, note that QpM q "
) equipped with the metric ρpa, bq " ř zPM ωp|a z´bz |q is a separable complete metric space. Let
Then Ω is a non-empty (0 P Ω) G δ -subset of the Polish space QpM q (it is by no means dense!). Indeed,
First, we observe that Ω 0 is a subset of Ω. Indeed, let a P Ω 0 . Then there is k P N such that ř zPM a z z k " 0.
Consider the compact metrizable topological group G " T M and g P G defined by gpzq " z for z P M . By Lemma 3.6, for every neighborhood U of 1 G in G there are infinitely many n P N such that g n P U . Hence there is a strictly increasing sequence tn j u jPN of positive integers such that g n j Ñ 1 G . Then
Let d, ε ą 0 be the numbers provided by Lemma 3.9. First, we shall verify the following claim:
For each a P Ω, q P N, δ ą 0 and y P δd D, there exist n P N and b P QpM q such that n ą q, ρpb, 0q ă 5ωpδq, a`b P Ω 0 and ř zPM pa z`bz qz n " y.
Let a P Ω, q P N, δ ą 0 and y P δdD. Clearly, θ " δd´|y| ą 0. Denote A "
Since a P Ω, the set A is infinite and therefore non-empty. Clearly, A " tn P Z : g n P U u, where
. Since U is an open subset of the compact topological group G, Lemma 3.6 implies that A is syndetic. Let ξ " e 2πi{5 . By Corollary 3.8, there exist m, n P A and z, z 1 , . . . , z 5 P M such that m ą n ą q and |z n j´z n ξ j | ă ε{2, |z m j´z m ξ 2j | ă ε{2 for 1 ď j ď 5. Then pz n 1 , . . . , z n 5 , z m 1 , . . . , z m 5 q belongs to the set P ε defined in (3.5). Since n, m P A, we havěˇˇy
By Lemma 3.9, there exist positive numbers β 1 , . . . , β 5 such that
Define b P QpM q by setting b z " 0 if z P M ztz 1 , . . . , z 5 u and b z j " δβ j for 1 ď j ď 5. The equation (3.7) now reads ř zPM pa z`bz qz n " y and ř zPM pa z`bz qz m " 0. The latter implies a`b P Ω 0 . Since the non-zero components of b sum up to δ and there are only 5 of them ρpb, 0q ă 5ωpδq. This concludes the proof of Claim (3.6).
Since Ω is a non-empty G δ -subset of a Polish space QpM q, Ω is a Polish space in its own right. Since for every k P N, the map f k : Ω Ñ C, f k paq " R k ř zPM a z z k is continuous, Theorem U guarantees that the proof will be complete if we show that
Since R n Ñ 8, (3.6) yields that for every δ ą 0, y P C and a P Ω, there are n P N and b P ℓ 1 pM q such that ρpb, 0q ă δ (and therefore ρpa, a`bq ă δ), a`b P Ω and ř zPM pa z`bz qz n " y R n . Hence pa`b, yq P Λ. Since a P Ω, y P C and δ ą 0 are arbitrary, Λ is dense in ΩˆC, which completes the proof.
Lemma 3.11. Let pΩ, F, µq be a measure space. Assume that the essential range of g P L 8 pµq contains a sequence tλ n u nPN such that |λ 1 | ą 1, t|λ n |u nPN is strictly increasing and λn |λn| are pairwise distinct. Then there exist a non-negative real valued function a P L 1 pµq for which
Applying the above lemma to the situation of a purely atomic measure space, we immediately obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.12. Let tλ n u nPN be a bounded sequence in C such that |λ 1 | ą 1, the sequence t|λ n |u nPN is strictly increasing and the numbers λn |λn| are pairwise distinct. Then there exists a P ℓ 1 pNq such that
Proof of Lemma 3.11. Let r n " |λ n |, z n " λn |λn| and r " lim r n . Let Ω 0 " tω P Ω : |gpωq| ă ru and Z be the set of all real-valued non-negative f P L 1 pµq vanishing outside Ω 0 . Clearly, Z is a closed subset of
that the proof will be complete if we show that Λ " "´a ,
Let For the sake of brevity, we use the following fairly standard notation:
n dµpzq for n P Z for a Borel measure µ on T.
As usual, for g P L 1 pµq, gµ stands for the measure absolutely continuous with respect to µ with the density (=Radon-Nykodim derivative) g. For a non-negative Borel measure on T, we denote the set of all real-valued non-negative f P L 1 pµq by the symbol L 1 pµq.
Lemma 3.13. Let µ be a purely non-atomic Borel probability measure on T and tR n u nPN be a sequence of positive numbers such that R n Ñ 8. Then there is a P L 1 pµq such that tR n x aµpnq : n P Nu is dense in C.
Proof. We start by proving the following claim.
For every purely non-atomic Borel probability measure ν on T and each ε ą 0, the set tn P Z : |p νpnq| ă εu is syndetic.
(3.10)
By the Fubini theorem,
TˆT´z w¯k dpνˆνqpz, wq.
For each m P Z and n P N, we sum up these equalities for m ď k ď m`n´1:
where h m,n pz, wq " 1 n´z w¯m
For each δ P p0, 2q, we can split the above integral:
h m,n pz, wq dpνˆνqpz, wq`ż B δ h m,n pz, wq dpνˆνqpz, wq, where A δ " tpz, wq P T 2 : |z´w| ă δu and B δ " tpz, wq P T 2 : |z´w| ě δu. Note that |w´z| ě δ and |w n´zn | ď 2 for pz, wq P B δ . Hence |h m,n pz, wq| ď 2 δn for pz, wq P B δ . Thušˇˇˇż
h m,n pz, wq dpνˆνqpz, wqˇˇˇˇď 2 δn pνˆνqpB δ q ď 2 δn .
On the other hand, for every z, w P T and n P N, h m,n pz, wq, being the average of several elements of T, satisfies |h m,n pz, wq| ď 1. Hencěˇˇˇż A δ h m,n pz, wq dpνˆνqpz, wqˇˇˇˇď pνˆνqpA δ q.
Combining the last three displays, we get
Since ν is purely non-atomic, we have lim δÑ0 pνˆνqpA δ q " 0. Thus we can find δ P p0, 2q such that
2 . Having δ fixed, we pick n P N such that
2 . By the above display,
According to the above display, among n consecutive numbers |p νpkq| there is at least one strictly less than ε. Hence the set tn P Z : |p νpnq| ă εu is syndetic, which proves Claim (3.10). We also need the following fact.
Let ν be a Borel probability measure on T with infinite support, r P p0, 1q, m P N, A Ď Z be syndetic, and tw n u nPA, nąm be a sequence in D.
Then there exist a P L 1 pνq and n P A satisfying n ą m, }a} 1 " 1 and x aνpnq " rw n .
(3.11)
Let K be the support of ν. For each n P Z denote K n " tz n : z P Ku. It is easy to see that the set B n " tx aνpnq : a P L 1 pνq, }a} 1 " 1u is convex, is contained and is dense in the convex span of K n . In particular, B n contains the interior of the convex span of K n . Since r ă 1, we can pick q P N large enough in such a way that rD is contained in the interior of the convex span of the points e 2πij{q for 1 ď j ď q. Then there is ε ą 0 such that rD is contained in the convex span of u 1 , . . . , u q wheneveřˇu j uq´e 2πij{qˇă ε for 1 ď j ď q´1. By Corollary 3.8 we can find n P A and z, z 1 , . . . , z q P K such that n ą m andˇˇz n j z n´e 2πij{qˇă ε{2 for 1 ď j ď q. It follows thatˇˇz n j z n q´e 2πij{qˇă ε for 1 ď j ď q´1. Thus rD is in the convex span of z n 1 , . . . , z n q . Hence rD Ă B n . In particular, rw n P B n and therefore there is a P L 1 pνq, such that }a} 1 " 1 and x aνpnq " rw n , which completes the proof of Claim (3.11). Since each of the maps a Þ Ñ R n x aµpnq from L 1 pµq to C is continuous, Theorem U ensures that in order to complete the proof Lemma 3.13 it suffices to verify that
Fix arbitrary a P L 1 pµq, z P C and ε ą 0. By (3.10), A " n P Z :
( is syndetic. Since R n Ñ 8, there is n 0 P N such thatˇˇz Rnεˇă By (3.11), there is β P L 1 pνq and n P A satisfying n ą n 0 , }β} 1 " 1 and x βµpnq " w n . Using the definition of w n , we can rewrite the last equality as x bµpnq " z, where b " a`εβ. Then pb, zq P Λ and }b´a} 1 " ε. Since ε ą 0 is arbitrary, pa, zq belongs to the closure of Λ. Since a P L 1 pµq and z P C are arbitrary, Λ is dense in L 1 pµqˆC, which completes the proof.
Proof of Theorems 1.9 and 1.10
We start with the following lemma, which must be known. We include the proof for the reader's convenience and since we were unable to find it in the literature anyway.
Lemma 4.1. Let te 1 , . . . , e n u be a basis in an n-dimensional Banach space X and te1 , . . . , enu be the dual basis in X˚: ej pe k q " δ j,k . Then for every c P R ǹ such that c 1`. . .`c n " 1, there is px, f q P ΠpXq for which ej pxqf pe j q " c j for 1 ď j ď n.
Proof. It is easy to check that tpe1 pxqf pe 1 q, . . . , enpxqf pe n: px, f q P ΠpXqu is a closed subset of C n . Hence it is enough to prove the result in the case c j ą 0 for every j. From now on we shall just assume that c j ą 0 for 1 ď j ď n. Consider the continuous map
Since BpXq is compact and the map t Þ Ñ F ptxq increases on r0, 1s for each x P SpXq, FˇˇB pXq attains its maximal value at some point x P SpXq. Obviously, ej pxq ‰ 0 for 1 ď j ď n. Consider
for y P X.
Clearly, f pxq " 1 and ej pxqf pe j q " c j for 1 ď j ď n. In order to clinch the proof it suffices to show that |f | is bounded by 1 on SpXq. Indeed, then px, f q P ΠpXq and px, f q satisfies all desired conditions. Assume the contrary. Then there is y P SpXq such that f pyq is real and f pyq ą 1. Clearly, x`tu P BpXq for every t P r0, 1s, where u " y´x. Moreover, f puq " f pyq´f pxq " f pyq´1 ą 0. Since FˇˇB pXq attains its maximum at x, F px`tuq ď F pxq for t P r0, 1s and therefore lim sup tÑ0`F px`tuq´F pxq t ď 0.
Choose z P T other than 1 or each of ej pxq |ej pxq| , let C´" CzzR`and X´" tw P X : ej pwq P C´for 1 ď j ď nu. Set log to be the standard (real on the positive half of the real line) branch of the logarithm on C´. Then FˇˇX´is exactly the real part of the function G : X´Ñ C, Gpwq " n ř j"1 c j log ej pwq.
Since x`tu P X´for each sufficiently small t, the function Hptq " Gpx`tuq is defined in a neighborhood of 0. Differentiating, we obtain
The obvious contradiction between the last two displays completes the proof.
Lemma 4.2. Let T P LpXq, λ 1 , . . . , λ n P σ p pT q and c 1 , . . . , c n P R`satisfy c 1`. . .`c n " 1. Then there exists px, f q P ΠpXq such that f pT k xq " c 1 λ k 1`. . .`c n λ k n for every k P Z`.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that λ j are pairwise distinct. Choose e j P SpXq such that T e j " λ j e j for 1 ď j ď n. Since λ j are pairwise distinct, e j form a basis of the n-dimensional space E " span te 1 , . . . , e n u. Let e1 , . . . , en be the dual basis in E˚: ekpe j q " δ i,j . By Lemma 4.1, there is px, gq P ΠpEq such that ej pxqgpe j q " c j for 1 ď j ď n. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there is f P Xs uch that fˇˇE " g and }f } " 1. Since }x} " 1 and f pxq " gpxq " 1, px, f q P ΠpXq. Finally, using the equalities ej pxqgpe j q " c j , we get
Proof of Theorem 1.9
Let T P LpXq and λ 1 , λ 2 P σ p pT q be such that |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | " R ą 1 and z "
R are independent in T. Then we can pick linearly independent e 1 , e 2 P X such that T e 1 " λ 1 e 1 and T e 2 " λ 2 e 2 . By Lemma 3.1, there are a, b P T for which
By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there is f P X˚such that f pe 1 q " a and f pe 2 q " b. Then OpT, e 1`e2 , f q " taλ n 1`b λ n 2 : n P Z`u is dense in C. By Proposition 1.5, T is weakly numerically hypercyclic. That is, (1.9.1) is sufficient for the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T .
Assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.9.2). That is, there exist independent λ 1 , λ 2 P T such that ker pT´λ 1 Iq 2 ‰ ker pT´λ 1 Iq and ker pT´λ 2 Iq 2 ‰ ker pT´λ 2 Iq. An elementary linear algebra argument allows us to pick linearly independent e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 P X such that pT´λ 1 Iqe 1 " pT´λ 2 Iqe 3 " 0, pT´λ 1 Iqe 2 " λ 1 e 1 and pT´λ 2 Iqe 4 " λ 2 e 3 . Then T n e 2 " λ n 1 pe 2`n e 1 q and T n e 4 " λ n 2 pe 4`n e 3 q for every n P N. By Lemma 3.1, there are a, b P T such that tnpaλ n 1`b λ n 2 q : n P Nu is dense in C. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there is f P X˚for which f pe 4 q " f pe 2 q " 0, f pe 1 q " a and f pe 3 q " b. Then f pT n pe 2`e4" npaλ n 1`b λ n 2 q for every n P N. Hence OpT, e 2`e4 , f q is dense in C and T P WNH pXq according to Proposition 1.5. Thus (1.9.2) is sufficient for the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T .
Assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.9.3). Then there exist λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 P σ p pT q such that |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | " R ą |λ 3 | " r ą 1,
has infinite order in T and s " are independent, then (1.9.1) is satisfied and therefore T is weakly numerically hypercyclic. It remains to consider the case when s and u are not independent. In this case there are z, f, g P T and l, j P Z such that f and g have finite order, s " f z l and u " gz j and l ě j. Since s u has infinite order, we have l ‰ j and therefore l ą j. Since s and y are independent, z and y are independent. Since f and g have finite order, there is an even d P N such that f d " g d " 1. Then s dn " z kn z mn , u dn " z´k n z mn and y dn " w n for every n P Z`, where k " d 2 pl´jq P N, m " d 2 pl`jq P Z and w " y d P T. Since z and y are independent, z and w are independent as well. By Lemma 3.2, there exist a, b P T such that O " tR dn z mn paz kn`a´1 z´k n q`br dn w n : n P Z`u is dense in C.
Since λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 are distinct eigenvalues of T , we can pick linearly independent e 1 , e 2 , e 3 P X such that T e 1 " λ 1 e 1 , T e 2 " λ 2 e 2 and T e 3 " λ 3 e 3 . By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, we can find h P X˚for which hpe 1 q " a, hpe 2 q " a´1 and hpe 3 q " b. Then for each n P Z`,
Thus O is a subset of OpT, e 1`e2`e3 , hq. Hence OpT, e 1`e2`e3 , hq is dense in C and T P WNH pXq according to Proposition 1.5. That is, (1.9.3) is sufficient for the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T . Finally, assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.9.4). That is, there exist λ 1 , λ 2 P σ p pT q and λ 3 P T such that |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | " R ą 1,
has infinite order in the group T, s " λ 1 R , λ 3 are independent and ker pT´λ 3 Iq 2 ‰ ker pT´λ 3 Iq. Exactly as in the proof of the previous part, we can find d, k P N, m P Z and independent z, w P T such that s dn " z kn z mn , u dn " z´k n z mn and y " w n for every n P Z`, where u " λ 2 R and y " λ 3 . By Lemma 3.2, there exist a, b P T for which O " tR dn z mn paz kn`a´1 z´k n q`bdnw n : n P Z`u is dense in C.
Pick linearly independent e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 P X such that T e 1 " λ 1 e 1 , T e 2 " λ 2 e 2 , pT´λ 3 Iqe 3 " 0 and pT´λ 3 Iqe 4 " λ 3 e 3 . By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, we can find h P X˚for which hpe 1 q " a, hpe 2 q " a´1, hpe 3 q " b and hpe 4 q " 0. Then for each n P Z`,
Thus O is a subset of OpT, e 1`e2`e4 , hq. Hence OpT, e 1`e2`e4 , hq is dense in C and T P WNH pXq according to Proposition 1.5. Thus (1.9.4) is sufficient for the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T . The proof of Theorem 1.9 is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.10
Assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.10.1). By Lemma 4.2, there is px, f q P ΠpXq such that f pT k xq " c 1 λ k 1`. . .`c n λ k n for each k P Z`. Hence OpT, x, f q is dense in C and T P NH pXq. Since every operator similar to T satisfies the same conditions, T P SNH pXq. Thus (1.10.1) implies the strong numeric hypercyclicity of T . For further references we prove the following slight modification of this result. Lemma 4.3. Let T P LpC n q be the diagonal operator with the numbers λ 1 , . . . , λ n on the diagonal. Then T P NH pC n q if and only if T P SNH pC n q if and only if there exist c 1 , . . . , c n P R`such that tc 1 λ k 1`. . .`c n λ k n : k P Z`u is dense in C. Proof. If there exist c 1 , . . . , c n P R`such that tc 1 λ k 1`. . .`c n λ k n : k P Z`u is dense in C, (1.10.1) is satisfied, which implies that T P SNH pC n q and therefore T P NH pC n q. Now assume that T P NH pC n q. Then there is x P SpC n q for which NOpT, xq is dense in C. A direct calculation shows that NOpT, xq "
Assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.10.2). Then there exist λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 P σ p pT q such that |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | " |λ 3 | " R ą 1 and
R are independent. By Lemma 3.3, there are c 1 , c 2 , c 3 P R`such that
Thus (1.10.1) is satisfied and T P SNH pXq. That is, (1.10.2) implies the strong numeric hypercyclicity of T . The proof of Theorem 1.10 is complete.
Proof of Propositions 1.11 and 1.12
Throughout this section H is a Hilbert space and T P LpHq.
Proof of Proposition 1.11
Assume that λ 1 , λ 2 P σ p pT q are such that |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | " R ą 1, the eigenspaces ker pT´λ 1 Iq and ker pT´λ 2 Iq are non-orthogonal and
R are independent in T. Pick x, y P SpHq such that T x " λ 1 x, T y " λ 2 y and xx, yy " c ą 0. Note that there is ε " εpcq ą 0 such that the set
: u P T ( contains J ε " te iθ :´ε ă θ ă εu. By Lemma 3.1, there is a P J ε such that the set O " tλ n`a µ n : n P Z`u is dense in C. Since a P J ε , there is u P T such that a "
. Consider the vector q "
x`uy }x`uy} P SpHq and denote b " }x`uy}´2. Then for each n P Z`, xT n q, qy " bxλ n x`uµ n y, x`uyy " bpp1`cuqλ
Thus the density of O implies the density of NOpT,and therefore T P NH pC 2 q. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.11.
Proof of Proposition 1.12
Assume that λ 1 , λ 2 P C are such that ker pT´λ j Iq 2 ‰ ker pT´λ j Iq for j P t1, 2u, |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ě 1 and
|λ 2 | are independent in T. Since ker pT´λ j Iq 2 ‰ ker pT´λ j Iq, there are two 2-dimensional T -invariant subspaces E 1 and E 2 of H such that E 1 X E 2 " t0u, pT´λ j Iq 2ˇE j " 0 and pT´λ j IqˇˇE j ‰ 0 for j P t1, 2u. In particular, L j " E j X ker pT´λ j Iq are one-dimensional for j P t1, 2u. If L 1 and L 2 are non-orthogonal, T P NH pHq according to Proposition 1.11. It remains to consider the case when L 1 and L 2 are orthogonal. It is straightforward to see that there are e 1 , . . . , e 4 P SpHq such that e 1 P L 1 , e 3 P L 2 , te 1 , e 2 u is a linear basis in E 1 , te 3 , e 4 u is a linear basis in E 2 , xe 1 , e 2 y " xe 1 , e 3 y " xe 3 , e 4 y " 0, while g 1,4 " xe 1 , e 4 y, g 2,3 " xe 2 , e 3 y and g 2,4 " xe 2 , e 4 y are non-negative real numbers. The above properties of the restrictions of T to E 1 and E 2 yield the existence of non-zero α, β P C such that T e 1 " λ 1 e 1 , T e 2 " λ 1 pe 2`α e 1 q, T e 3 " λ 2 e 3 and T e 4 " λ 2 pe 4`β e 3 q. Then
db`βndpc`g 2,3 bq˘(5.1) for a, b, c, d P C and n P N, where x " ae 1`b e 2`c e 3`d e 4 .
Consider the degree 2 R-polynomial map Since the complex numbers α and β are non-zero, it is an easy exercise to see that the rank of the above 6 by 8 matrix is 6. Indeed, after removing the two zero columns, we are left with an invertible 6 by 6 matrix. The Implicit Function Theorem says that there is ε ą 0 and a smooth (even real-analytic) map Ψ : W " p1´ε, 1`εqˆp1´ε, 1`εqˆεDˆεD Ñ C 4 such that Ψp1, 1, 0, 0q " p1, 0, 1, 0q and Φ˝Ψ " Id W . Now we define a, b, c, d : εD Ñ C, papzq, bpzq, cpzq, dpzqq " Ψp1, 1, z, zq.
The equality Φ˝Ψ " Id W yields αbpzqpapzq`g 1,4 dpzqq " z, βdpzqpcpzq`g 2,3 bpzqq " z,
Re p|apzq|
Re p|cpzq|
for every z P εD. Denote
apzqdpzq`g 2,3 bpzqcpzq`g 2,4 bpzqdpzq for z P εD.
Using (5.3) and (5.4), we obtain ϕpzq " |cpzq|
cpzqbpzq`g 2,4 dpzqbpzq for z P εD.
By the above two displays, (5.1) and (5.2), xT n xpzq, xpzqy " λ n 1 pϕpzq`nzq`λ n 2 pϕpzq`nzq for every z P εD and n P N,
where xpzq " apzqe 1`b pzqe 2`c pzqe 3`d pzqe 4 . Applying Lemma 3.4 with z "
|λ 2 | , R n " n|λ 1 | n , r n " |λ 1 | n and U " εD, we find that there is u P εD such that
By the above two displays NOpT, yq, being a positive scalar multiple of O, is dense in C, where y " xpuq }xpuq} . Thus T P NH pHq. The proof of Proposition 1.12 is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.20
Lemma 6.1. Let tx n u nPN be a weakly convergent sequence in a Banach spaces X, which is not normconvergent. Then for every sequence tr n u nPN of positive numbers such that r n Ñ 8, there is f P X˚such that tr n f px n q : n P Nu is dense in C.
Proof. Let s n " suptdist px m , L n q : m ą nu, where L n " span tu, x 1 , . . . , x n u and u is the weak limit of tx n u. Clearly, ts n u is a decreasing sequence of non-negative numbers and therefore s n Ñ 2s ě 0. It is an elementary exercise to show that the equality s " 0 implies the norm convergence of tx n u to u. Thus s ą 0 and passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that dist px n`1 , L n q ě s ą 0 for every n P N. This estimate combined with the Hahn-Banach Theorem provides f n P X˚such that f n px n q " 1, f n puq " 0, f n px j q " 0 for j ă n and }f n } ď 1 s . Since f n puq " 0 and x k Ñ u weakly, we have f n px m q Ñ 0 as m Ñ 8. Thus we can choose a strictly increasing sequence tn k u kPN of positive integers such that |f n k px nm q| ă 2´m whenever m ą k and r n k ą 2 k for each k. Now we shall verify that the map R : ℓ 1 pNq Ñ ℓ 1 pNq defined by pRaq m "
a k f n k px nm q is a welldefined continuous linear operator. Indeed, since tf n k u is bounded, for every a P ℓ 1 pNq, the series
is a continuous linear functional on ℓ 1 pNq. Next,
Since |f n k px nm q| ă 2´m for m ą k and |f n k px nm q| " 0 for m ă k, the above display yields
Thus R is bounded. Furthermore, }R´I} ď 1 2 ă 1 and therefore R is invertible. Pick a dense sequence tw k u kPN in C such that |w k | ď k for every k P N. Then the sequence b defined by b k " w k rn k belongs to ℓ 1 pNq since r n k ą 2 k . Since R is invertible, there is a P ℓ 1 pNq such that Ra " b. That is, g a px nm q " b m for every m P N. According to the definition of b m , g a pr n k x n k q " w k for each k P N. Hence tr n g a px n q : n P Nu is dense in C.
Lemma 6.2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and tT n u nPN be a sequence of continuous linear operators from Y to X. Assume also that
Then there is py, f q P YˆX˚such that tf pT n yq : n P Nu is dense in C.
Proof.
Since Ω is not nowhere dense, Ω X U is dense in U for some non-empty open set U Ă YˆX˚. Let V be an arbitrary non-empty open subset of U . We shall prove that there exist n P N and px, f q P V such that n ą m and f pT n xq " z.
Since Ω X U is dense in U , we can pick ph, uq P Ω X V . By definition of Ω, there is an infinite subset A of N such that lim nÑ8 nPA
}T n } " 8 and lim nÑ8 nPA hpTnuq }Tn} " 0.
For every n P A, choose y n P SpY q for which 2}T n y n } ě }T n }. For each n P A, the Hahn-Banach Theorem provides h n P SpX˚q such that h n pT n y n q " }T n y n }. In particular, 2h n pT n y n q ě }T n } Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8, n P A. In this case there are an infinite subset B of A and c ą 0 such that |hpT n y n q| ą 2ch n pT n y n q for each n P B. For n P B denote δ n " z´hpTnuq hpTnynq . From the above display and the inequality |hpT n y n q| ą 2ch n pT n y n q ě c}T n } it follows that δ n Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, n P B. Then we can choose n P B such that n ą m and pu`δ n y n , hq P V . Plugging the definition of δ n into the expression hpT n pu`δ n y n qq, we after cancellations get hpT n pu`δ n y n" z. Thus n and px, f q " pu`δ n y n , hq satisfy (6.1).
Case 2: lim inf nÑ8 nPA |hnpTnuq| hnpTnynq ą 0.
In this case there are an infinite subset B of A and c ą 0 such that |h n pT n uq| ą 2ch n pT n y n q for each n P B. For n P B denote δ n " z´hpTnuq hnpTnuq . From the above display and the inequality |hpT n y n q| ą 2ch n pT n y n q ě c}T n } it follows that δ n Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, n P B. Then we can choose n P B such that n ą m and pu, h`δ n h n q P V . Plugging the definition of δ n into the expression ph`δ n h n qpT n uq, we after cancellations get ph`δ n h n qpT n uq " z. Thus n and px, f q " pu, h`δ n h n q satisfy (6.1).
Case 3:
hpTnynq hnpTnynq Ñ 0 and hnpTnuq hnpTnynq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, n P A. Fix δ ą 0 such that pu`δBpY qqˆph`δBpX˚qq Ď V . In our case h n pT n pu`δy n" h n pT n uqδ h n pT n y n q ‰ 0 for all sufficiently large n P A. This allows us to define r n " z´hpTnpu`δynqq hnpTnpu`δynqq " z´hpTnuq´δhpTnynq δhnpTnynq`hnpTnuq .
Since hpTnynq hnpTnynq Ñ 0 and hnpTnuq hnpTnynq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, n P A, we have r n Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, n P A. Thus we can pick n P A such that n ą m and |r n | ă δ. Set x " u`δy n and f " h`r n h n . Since pu`δBpY qqˆph`δBpX˚qq Ď V , we have px, f q P V . Finally, plugging the definition of r n into the expression f pT n xq " ph`r n h n qpT n u`δT n y n q, we after cancellations get f pT n xq " z. This completes the proof of Claim (6.1).
According to (6.1), Λ " tpy, f, f pT n yqq : py, f q P U, n P Z`u is dense in UˆC.
By Theorem U, W " py, f q P U : tf pT n yq : n P Z`u is dense in C ( is a dense G δ subset of U . In particular, W ‰ ∅ and there is py, f q P YˆX˚such that tf pT n yq : n P Nu is dense in C.
Corollary 6.3. Let T P LpXq, A be an infinite subset of N and tx k u kPN be a sequence in X such that T n x k ‰ 0 for every pn, kq P Z`ˆN and }T n x 1 } Ñ 8 and for each k P N,
Then T P WNH pXq.
Proof. Let E " span tx k : k P Nu and Y be the closure of E. By (6.2), }T n x} " o`› › T nˇY › ›˘f or each x P E as n Ñ 8, n P A. By Lemma 6.2, applied to T n " T nˇY : Y Ñ X, there are px, f q P YˆX˚such that tf pT n xq : n P Z`u " OpT, x, f q is dense in C. Hence T P WNH pXq.
Corollary 6.4. Let T P LpXq be such that
Proof. Just apply Lemma 6.2 with Y " X and T n " T n .
Assume that (1.20.1) is satisfied. Then there is a sequence tz n u nPN in σ p pT q such that 1 ă |z 1 | ă |z 2 | ă . . . Pick x k P SpXq such that T x k " z k x k for each k P N. Then }T n x 1 } " |z 1 | n Ñ 8 and
z kˇn Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. By Corollary 6.3, T P WNH pXq. Thus (1.20.1) implies the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T .
Assume that (1.20.3) is satisfied. That is, there is a cyclic vector x for T satisfying lim inf nÑ8 1`}T n x} }T n } " 0. Let p P Crzs and y " ppT qx. Then }T n y} ď }ppT q}}T n x} and therefore lim inf nÑ8 1`}T n y} }T n } " 0. Since the set tppT qx : p P Crzsu is dense in X, T P WNH pXq by Corollary 6.4. Thus (1.20.3) implies the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T . Assume that (1.20.4) is satisfied. That is, there are x P X and an infinite set A Ď N such that }T n x} Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8, n P A and the sequence T n x }T n x} ( nPA is weakly convergent but is not norm convergent. Let r n " }T n x} and x n "
T n x }T n x} . Then tr n u nPA converges to 8, while tx n u nPA converges weakly but not in the norm. By Lemma 6.1, there is f P X˚such that tr n f px n q : n P Au is dense in C. Since tr n f px n q : n P Au is a subset of OpT, x, f q, OpT, x, f q is dense in C. By Proposition 1.5, T P WNH pXq. Thus (1.20.4) implies the weak numeric hypercyclicity of T .
Finally, assume that (1.20.2) is satisfied. That is, there is r ą 1 such that σ p pT q X rT is infinite. Then we can choose a countable infinite set M Ă T and e z P SpXq such that T e z " rze z for each z P M . Note that e z are linearly independent. Let E " span te z : z P M u. Then the closure of E is a closed T -invariant subspace. By Proposition 1.6, it suffices to prove the weak numeric hypercyclicity of the restriction of T to the closure of E. Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that E is dense in X. If lim sup nÑ8 }T n } r n " 8, then lim inf nÑ8 1`}T n x} }T n } " 0 for every x P E since }T n x} " Opr n q. In this case T P WNH pXq by Corollary 6.4. It remains to consider the case lim sup nÑ8 }T n } r n ă 8. Then there is c ě 1 such that }T n } ď cr n for each n P Z`. For every z P M , consider the unique linear functional ez : E Ñ C such that ez pe z q " 1 and ez pe w q " 0 if w ‰ z. First, we shall prove that each ez is bounded and satisfies }ez } ď c. Assume the contrary. Then there is z 0 P M and x " m ř j"0 j q k j p1`Opz´s jas z Ñ s j , where a j P Czt0u and k j P N. Let v P Czt0u be an accumulation point of Bf pTq, which does not belong to Bf pTq. Then it is easy to see that v " lim r n f pw n q, where tr n u nPN and tw n u nPN are sequences in B and T respectively such that |r n | Ñ 8. Convergence of tr n f pw n qu yields f pw n q Ñ 0. Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that w n Ñ s j as n Ñ 8 for some j. Then r n f pw n q " r n a j pw n´sj q k j p1`Opw n´sjas n Ñ 8. This equality together with r n f pw n q Ñ v implies that a j v´1piw j q k j P R. That is v belongs to the union Λ of the lines a j piw j q k j R for 1 ď j ď k. Hence Bf pTq Y Λ is closed in C. Furthermore, for every line L through the origin, which is not in Λ, L X pBf pTq Y Λq is countable. It follows that Bf pTq Y Λ has empty interior and therefore, being closed, is nowhere dense in C. Thus Bf pTq is nowhere dense in C.
Lemma 7.3. Let R ą r ą 1, a, b, c P C and k, m, j P Z. Then the set Ω " tR n paz k`b z m q`cr n z j : n P Z`, z P Tu is nowhere dense in C.
Proof. It is clear that the set of accumulation points of Ω that do not belong to Ω is contained in the set Λ of lim
where tz q u qPN is a sequence in T and tn q u qPN is a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers. Since the closure of Ω coincides with ΩYΛ, it suffices to show that ΩYΛ has empty interior. Since the set Ω does not change if we replace z by z 2 , we can, without loss of generality, assume that k and m are even.
If |a| ‰ |b|, then every sequence in the last limit runs off to infinity and therefore Λ " ∅. Same happens if a " b " 0 and c ‰ 0. In these cases Ω Y Λ " Ω has empty interior as a union of countably many smooth curves. If c " 0, the desired result follows from Lemma 7.2. The case k " m is trivial. Thus without loss of generality, we can assume that k ‰ m, |a| " |b| " 1 and c ‰ 0. Let v " lim qÑ8 R nq paz k q`b z m`cr nq z j q P Λ. Since R ą r ą 1, this limit can only exist if az k q`b z m q Ñ 0. Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that z q Ñ w and aw k`b w m " 0. Since k and m are even, we can write k " s`t and m " s´t, where s " k`m 2 P Z and t " k´m 2 P Zzt0u. As with every pair of elements of T, we can find α, β P T such that a " βα t and b " βα´t. Then Then u q Ñ x with x t`x´t " 0 and R nq pu t q`u´t`dr nq u l q Ñ gv, where l " j´s, d " cα s´j β´1 and g " α s β´1. Since u q Ñ x, we can write u q " xe ρqi , where tρ q u is a convergent to 0 sequence of real numbers. The equation x t`x´t " 0 implies that x t " i or x t "´i. Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that either each ρ q is positive or that each ρ q is negative. We consider the case when each ρ q is positive and x t "´i (the other 3 cases are similar). Since 2ix t R nq sinptρ`dr nq x l e lρqi Ñ gv, we have 2R nq sinptρ`dr nq x l e lρqi Ñ gv. Since e lρqi Ñ 1, it follows that dx l "´h, where h ą 0 (otherwise |2R nq sinptρ`dr nq x l e lρqi | Ñ 8). Thus p2R nq sinptρ´hr nq cosplρ´ir nq sinplρÑ gv. Hence r nq sinplρÑ´Im pgvq and therefore r nq sinptρÑ´t l Im pgvq. Then either gv is real or tr nq sinptρu converges to a non-zero number. In the latter case the boundedness of t2R nq sinptρ´hr nq cosplρu (which follows from the convergence) implies that R " r 2 . Indeed, if R ‰ r 2 , one of the sequences t2R nq sinptρu and thr nq cosplρu runs to infinity faster than the other. In the case R " r 2 , by looking at the Taylor series expansions of sin and cos, one sees that 2R nq sinptρ´hr nq cosplρ" Opr´nand therefore 2R nq sinptρ´hr nq cosplρÑ 0. Hence Re pgvq " 0. Thus in any case gv is either real or purely imaginary. Hence v belongs to the union of two lines g´1R and ig´1R. Since there are finitely many possibilities to choose x, Λ is contained in the union of finitely many lines through the origin. Thus Ω Y Λ is a part of the union of countably many smooth closed curves and finitely many lines. Hence Ω Y Λ has empty interior, as required.
Lemma 7.4. Let T P LpC n q be a diagonal operator with the diagonal entries d 1 , . . . , d n such that |d 1 | " . . . " |d n | ‰ 0 and for every j, k P t1, . . . , nu,
Proof. Let R " |d 1 |. If R ď 1, then every numerical orbit of T is bounded and therefore T is not weakly numerically hypercyclic. It remains to consider the case R ą 1. Since every pair
R is not independent, there are w P T, u 1 , . . . , u n P T of finite order and k 1 , . . . , k n P Z such that d j " Ru j w k j for 1 ď j ď n. Since u j have finite order, we can pick m P N such that u m 1 " . . . " u m n " 1. It is easy to see that every numerical orbit OpT, f, xq has the shape OpT, f, xq " ta 1 d k 1`. . .`a n d k n : k P Z`u, where a j P C.
Taking into account that d j " Ru j w k j and u m 1 " . . . " u m n " 1, we see that
. .`a n u q n w qkn w kmkn q : k P Z`u.
Now for 0 ď q ď m´1, consider the Laurent polynomials f q pzq "
where B q " tR km`q : k P Z`u. By Lemma 7.2, each M q is nowhere dense in C. By the above display OpT, f, xq is nowhere dense in C. Hence T R WNH pC n q.
Lemma 7.5. Let T P LpC 3 q be a diagonal operator with non-zero diagonal entries
Proof. If |d 1 |, |d 2 |, |d 3 | are pairwise distinct, the result follows from Lemma 7.1. If |d 1 | " |d 2 | " |d 3 |, the result follows from Lemma 7.4. Thus we can assume that |d 1 | " |d 2 | ‰ |d 3 |. It is easy to see that every numerical orbit OpT, f, xq has the shape
If |d 1 | " |d 2 | ă |d 3 | and a 3 ‰ 0, then the sequence
u is bounded if |d 3 | ď 1 and converges to infinity otherwise, ensuring that OpT, f, xq is non-dense in C. If a 3 " 0, then we fall under the jurisdiction of Lemma 7.4 with n " 2 and again OpT, f, xq is non-dense in C. In the case |d 1 | " |d 2 | ą |d 3 | and |d 3 | ď 1, one can proceed similar to the proof of Lemma 7.4 (we leave this easy bit to the reader). It remains to consider the case |d 1 | " |d 2 | ą |d 3 | ą 1 and a 3 ‰ 0. Let R " |d 1 | " |d 2 | and r " |d 3 |. Since every pair
Now each M q is contained in a set of the shape tR mk pαz k 1`β z k 2 q`r mn γz k 3 : k P Z`, z P Tu with α, β, γ P C being constants. Then Lemma 7.3 guarantees that each M q is nowhere dense in C. By the above display OpT, f, xq is nowhere dense in C. Hence T R WNH pC 3 q.
Proof of Theorem 1.13
Let T P LpC 2 q and σpT q " tλ 1 , λ 2 u with λ 1 , λ 2 P C. By Theorem 1.9, if |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ą 1 and
are independent, then T P WNH pC 2 q. If |λ 1 | ‰ |λ 2 | or λ 1 " λ 2 , then T R WNH pC 2 q by Lemma 7.1. If |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ď 1 and λ 1 ‰ λ 2 , then T is power bounded and therefore T R WNH pC 2 q. Finally, if
|λ 2 | are not independent, then T R WNH pC 2 q according to Lemma 7.4. Thus T P WNH pC 2 q if and only if |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ą 1 and
u is dense in C, then T P SNH pC 2 q by Theorem 1.10. Assume now that T P SNH pC 2 q. Then T P WNH pC 2 q and therefore |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ą 1 and λ 1 ‰ λ 2 . Then T is similar to the diagonal operator with the numbers λ 1 and λ 2 on the diagonal. By Lemma 4.3, there exist a, b ě 0 such that taλ n 1`b λ n 2 : n P Z`u is dense in C. Since |aλ n 1`b λ n 2 | ě |a´b|R n , it follows that a " b. Hence tλ n 1`λ n 2 : n P Z`u is dense in C. Thus T P SNH pC 2 q if and only if σpT q " tλ 1 , λ 2 u with tλ k
Now assume that T P WNH pC 2 q and T is not unitarily equivalent to a diagonal operator. As we have already shown, |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ą 1 and
|λ 2 | are independent in T. Since T is not unitarily equivalent to a diagonal operator, the eigenspaces ker pT´λ 1 Iq and ker pT´λ 2 Iq are non-orthogonal. By Proposition 1.11, T P NH pC 2 q. Finally, assume that T P NH pC 2 q. Then T P WNH pC 2 q. If T is unitarily equivalent to a diagonal operator, Lemma 4.3 implies that T P SNH pC 2 q. These observations amount to the fact that T P NH pC 2 q if and only if either T P SNH pC 2 q or T P WNH pC 2 q and T is not unitarily equivalent to a diagonal operator. The proof of Theorem 1.13 is complete.
7.2 Proof of Theorem 1.14 Let T P LpC 3 q. If there are λ 1 , λ 2 P σpT q such that |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ą 1 and
|λ 2 | are independent in T, then (1.9.1) is satisfied and Theorem 1.9 implies that T P WNH pC 3 q. If σpT q " tλ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 u with |λ 1 | " |λ 2 | ą |λ 3 | ą 1,
having infinite order in the group T and
|λ 3 | being independent in T, then (1.9.3) is satisfied and Theorem 1.9 implies that T P WNH pC 3 q. If distinct members of σpT q have distinct absolute values, then T R WNH pC 3 q according to Lemma 7.1. If λ j |λ j | are pairwise dependent for non-zero λ j , Lemma 7.5 guarantees that T R WNH pC 3 q. Consider the case |λ 1 | ą |λ 2 | " |λ 3 | " R and either R ď 1 or 
In any case if a ‰ 0, this is a sequence escaping to infinity. If a " 0 we fall under the jurisdiction of Lemma 7.4 and the numerical orbit is non-dense. If λ 3 is 0, the problem is easily reduced to the 2-dimensional situation, already covered by Theorem 1.13. It remains to notice that we have considered all the possibilities (up to the ordering of the eigenvalues).
Proof of Theorem 1.23
Lemma 8.1. Let te n u nPN be a Schauder basis in a reflexive Banach space X, tenu nPN be the corresponding sequence of coordinate functionals and a P ℓ 1 pNq be such that 8 ř n"1 a n " 1. Then there is px, f q P ΠpXq such that enpxqf pe n q " a n for each n P N.
Proof. Let X n " span te 1 , . . . , e n u. By Lemma 4.1, for every n P N, we can find px n , g n q P ΠpX n q such that ekpx n qg n pe k q " a k for 1 ď k ă n and enpx n qg n pe n q " 1´a 1´. . .´a n´1 . By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, for each n P N, there is f n P SpX˚q such that f nˇX n " g n . Then for every n P N, px n , f n q P ΠpXq and ekpx n qf n pe k q " a k for 1 ď k ă n.
Since X is reflexive, every bounded sequence in XˆX˚has a weakly convergent subsequence. Hence there is a strictly increasing sequence tn m u mPN of positive integers such that tx nm u mPN converges weakly to x P X and tf nm u mPN converges weakly to f P X˚. Since BpXq is weakly closed in X and BpX˚q is weakly closed in X˚, we have }x} ď 1 and }f } ď 1. According to the above display, for every k P N, ekpx nm qf nm pe k q " a k for all sufficiently large m. Hence, ekpxqf pe k q " lim mÑ8 ekpx nm qf nm pe k q " a k for each k P N.
It follows that
Since f pxq " 1, }x} ď 1 and }f } ď 1, px, f q P ΠpXq. Thus px, f q satisfies all desired conditions.
Assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.23.3). That is, there exists λ P C be such that |λ| ě 1 and T´λI is a semi-Fredholm operator of positive index. Since the index is locally constant, T´zI is a semi-Fredholm operator of positive index for every z P λ`εD for a sufficiently small ε. Since every semi-Fredholm operator of positive index is non-injective, z`εD Ď σ p pT q. Since |λ| ě 1, there is r ą 1 such that J " pλ`εDqXprTq ‰ ∅. Then J is a non-trivial open arc of the circle rT. By Proposition 1.16, we can find z, w P J Ă σ p pT q such that tz n`wn : n P Z`u is dense in C. Thus (1.10.1) is satisfied and therefore T P SNH pXq by Theorem 1.10. Hence (1.23.3) implies the strong numeric hypercyclicity of T .
Assume now that T P LpXq satisfies (1.23.4). That is, X be reflexive and there exists λ P C such that |λ| ě 1 and T´λI is a semi-Frdholm operator of negative index. It is well-known and easy to see that if X is reflexive and R P LpXq, then R is semi-Fredholm if and only if R˚is semi-Fredholm and ipR˚q "´ipRq. Thus T˚´λI is a semi-Fredholm operator of positive index. By the previous part of the proof, T˚P SNH pX˚q. By Proposition 1.6, T P SNH pXq. Thus (1.23.4) implies the strong numeric hypercyclicity of T .
Assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.23.1). That is, X is reflexive and there is a Schauder basic sequence te n u nPN in X such that T e n " λ n e n with λ n P C for each n P N and for some c P ℓ 1 pNq,
Without loss of generality, we may assume that
c n " 1. Let Y be the closed linear span of the sequence te n u nPN . By Lemma 8.1, there is px, gq P ΠpY q such that enpxqgpe n q " c n for every n P Z`, where en P Y˚are the coordinate functionals for the Schauder basis te n u nPN . By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there is f P X˚such that fˇˇY " g and px, f q P ΠpXq. Then
By (8.1), OpT, x, f q is dense in C and T P NH pXq. Since every operator similar to T satisfies the same conditions, T P SNH pXq. Thus (1.23.1) implies the strong numeric hypercyclicity of T . Finally, assume that T P LpXq satisfies (1.23.2). That is, X is reflexive and there is a Schauder basic sequence te n u nPN in X such that T e n " λ n e n where λ n P C are such that |λ 1 | ą 1, the sequence t|λ n |u nPN is pmaybe non-strictlyq increasing and the numbers λn |λn| are pairwise distinct elements of T. Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that either t|λ n |u nPN is strictly increasing or that t|λ n |u nPN is constant. If t|λ n |u nPN is strictly increasing, Corollary 3.12 provides c P ℓ 1 pNq satisfying (8.1). If |λ n | " r ą 1 for every n P N, by Lemma 3.10, there is c P ℓ 1 pNq for which (8.1) holds. In any case (1.23.1) is satisfied and therefore T P SNH pXq. Thus (1.23.2) implies the strong numeric hypercyclicity of T . This completes the proof of Theorem 1.23.
Proof of Theorem 1.29
Lemma 9.1. Let px, f q P ΠpXq. Then for every y P SpXqXker f , there exists g P X˚such that gpxq " 0, gpyq " 1 and }g} ď 2.
Proof. Let E " span tx, yu. Since f pxq " 1 and f pyq " 0, x and y are linearly independent and therefore form a basis in E. Consider ϕ P E˚defined by ϕpxq " 0 and ϕpyq " 1. Then u " f puqx`ϕpuqy for every u P E. Hence |ϕpuq| " }u´f puqx} ď }u}`}f }}u} " 2}u}. That is, }ϕ} ď 2. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there is g P X˚such that }g} ď 2 and gˇˇE " ϕ. Obviously, g satisfies all desired conditions. Lemma 9.2. Let T P LpXq be such that T pXq is non-closed in X and ε ą 0. Then there is a 2-dimensional subspace E of X such that }TˇˇE} LpE,Xq ă ε.
Proof. Since T pXq is non-closed, inft}T x} : x P SpXqu " 0. Hence we can pick x P SpXq for which }T x} ă ε inft}T x} : x P SpXq X ker f u " 0. Indeed, otherwise T pker f q is closed in X and is a subspace of T pXq of codimension at most 1. Since a subspace of a Banach space with a finite codimensional closed subspace is closed itself, that would have implied that T pXq is closed.
Thus inft}T x} : x P SpXq X ker f u " 0 and therefore we can choose y P SpXq X ker f such that }T y} ă ε 4 . By Lemma 9.1, there is g P X˚such that }g} ď 2, gpxq " 0 and gpyq " 1. Clearly E " span tx, yu is a 2-dimensional subspace of X. Moreover, for each u P BpEq, }T u} " }f puqT x`gpuqT y} ď }f }}T x}`}g}}T y} ă Hence }TˇˇE} LpE,Xq ď 3ε 4 ă ε.
Lemma 9.3. Let T P LpXq, E be a 2-dimensional subspace of X and S : E Ñ X be a linear map. Then there is R P LpXq such that RˇˇE " S and }T´R} ď 3}S´TˇˇE} LpE,Xq .
Proof. Take any x P SpEq. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there exists f P X˚such that px, f q P ΠpXq. Pick y P SpEq such that f pyq " 0. By Lemma 9.1, there is g P X˚such that }g} ď 2, gpxq " 0 and gpyq " 1. Now we define R P LpXq be the formula Ru " T u`f puqpSx´T xq`gpuqpSy´T yq. It is straightforward to see that Rx " Sx and Ry " Sy. Since tx, yu is a basis in E, RˇˇE " S. Next, for every u P X, using the relations }x} " }y} " }f } " 1 and }g} ď 2, we have }pT´Rqu} " }f puqpT´Sqx`gpuqpT´Sqy} ď 3}u}¨}S´TˇˇE} LpE,Xq .
Hence }T´R} ď 3}S´TˇˇE} LpE,Xq .
Lemma 9.4. Let E be a 2-dimensional Banach space and T P LpEq be such that σpT q " ts, tu and |s| " |t| ě 1. Then there is a sequence tT n u nPN in SNH pEq such that }T n´T } Ñ 0.
Proof. Since |s| " |t| ě 1, by Proposition 1.16, we can choose two sequence ts n u nPN and tt n u nPN such that s n Ñ s, t n Ñ t and ts k n`t k n : k P Z`u is dense in C for every n P N. Since σpT q " ts, tu, we can choose a linear basis tx, yu in E such that T x " sx and T y " ty`ax for some a P C. For each n P N consider T n P LpXq given by T n x " s n x and T n y " t n y`ax. Since s n Ñ s and t n Ñ t, we have }T n´T } Ñ 0. On the other hand, σpT n q " ts n , t n u for each n P N. By Theorem 1.13, each T n belongs to SNH pEq.
Since WNH pXq Ě NH pXq Ě SNH pXq, we have (1.29.3)ùñ(1.29.2)ùñ(1.29.1). Next, it is easy to see that the set ΩpXq of T P LpXq satisfying (1.29.4) is operator norm open. Thus in order to verify that (1.29.4) implies (1.29.3), it suffices to show that ΩpXq X WNH pXq " ∅. Let T P ΩpXq. Then X " Y ' Z, where Y and Z are closed T -invariant subspaces, TˇˇY P LpY q has the spectral radius ă 1, Z has dimension n P Z`and σ`TˇˇZ˘" tz 1 , . . . , z n u satisfies 1 ď |z 1 | ă . . . ă |z n |. By Lemma 7.1, T R WNH pXq, which proves the implication (1.29.4)ùñ(1.29.3).
It remains to verify that (1.29.1) implies (1.29.4). In order to do this, it suffices to show that every T P LpXqzΩpXq is in the operator norm closure of SNH pXq. Let T P LpXqzΩpXq. The relation T R ΩpXq can happen for various reasons.
Case 1: There is a 2-dimensional T -invariant subspace E of X such for which σ`TˇˇE˘" ts, tu and |s| " |t| ě 1. In this case, according to Lemma 9.4, there is a sequence tS n u nPN in SNH pEq such that }S n´TˇE } Ñ 0. By Lemma 9.3, there is a sequence tR n u nPN in LpXq such that R nˇE " S n for each n P N and }R n´T } Ñ 0. Since the restriction of each R n to the invariant subspace E is strongly numerically hypercyclic, Proposition 1.6 implies that R n P SNH pXq for each n P N. Thus T is in the norm closure of SNH pXq.
Note that the situation of T having a normal eigenvalue λ of multiplicity ě 2 such that |λ| ě 1 falls into Case 1. The same happens if there are two distinct s, t P σ p pT q such that |s| " |t| ě 1. This means that if Case 1 does not hold, we can pick λ P σpT q such that |λ| ě 1, λ is not a normal eigenvalue of T and dim ker pT´λIq ď 1.
We keep the notation λ for such a spectral point for the rest of the proof.
Case 2: pT´λIqpXq is non-closed in X. Let ε ą 0. By Lemma 9.2, we can pick a 2-dimensional subspace E of X such that }pT´λIqˇˇE} ă ε 4 . According to Lemma 9.3, there is S P LpXq such that SˇˇE " λI E and }T´S} ă 3ε 4 . Now S falls under the jurisdiction of Case 1. Thus there is R P SNH pXq such that }S´R} ă ε 4 . Since }T´R} ď }T´S}`}S´R} ă 3ε 4`ε 4 " ε and ε ą 0 is arbitrary, T belongs to the norm closure of SNH pXq.
Thus it remains to consider the case when pT´λIqpXq is closed in X. Case 3: ker pT´λIq is one-dimensional and pT´λIqpXq " X. In this case T´λI is a Fredholm operator of index 1. By Theorem 1.23, T P SNH pXq.
Case 4: dim pX{pT´λIqpXqq ą dim pker pT´λIqq. In this case T´λI is a semi-Fredholm operator of negative index. Since X is reflexive, Theorem 1.23 implies that T P SNH pXq.
If ker pT´λIq " t0u and pT´λIqpXq " X, we have λ R σpT q, which is a contradiction. Finally, if dim pker pT´λIqq " dim pX{pT´λIqpXqq " 1, λ is a normal eigenvalue of T , which is again a contradiction. This completes the proof of the implication (1.29.1)ùñ(1.29.4) and that of Theorem 1.29.
10 Proof of Theorem 1.26
Lemma 10.1. Let T be a bounded normal operator on a Hilbert space H. Assume also that there exists a sequence tz n u nPN in σpT q such that 1 ă |z 1 | ă |z 2 | ă . . . Then T P WNH pXq.
Proof. Let r k " 1 3 mint|z k |´|z k´1 |, |z k`1 |´|z k |u for k P N, where we assume z 0 " 1. For each k P N pick a continuous function ϕ k : C Ñ r0, 1s such that ϕ k pz k q " 1 and ϕ k vanishes outside the disk z k`rk D. The functional calculus for normal operators allows us to consider the operators ϕ k pT q. Since z k P σpT q and ϕ k pz k q ‰ 0, ϕ k pT q ‰ 0 for every k P N. Thus we can pick x k P SpHqX ϕ k pT qpHq. The latter inclusion and the fact that ϕ k vanishes outside the disk z k`rk D implies that p|z k |´r k q n ď }T n x k } ď p|z k |`r k q n for every k P N and every n P Z`. These estimates together with the inequalities |z 1 |´r 1 ą 1 and |z k`1 |´r k`1 ą |z k |`r k for k P N imply that }T n x 1 } Ñ 8 and }T n x k`1 } }T n x k } Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. By Corollary 6.3, T P WNH pXq.
Lemma 10.2. Let T be a normal operator on Hilbert space H such that the set t´|z| : z P σpT qu is well-ordered and for every r ą 1, the set σpT q X rT has at most one element. Then for each x P H and f P H˚, either tf pT n xq : n P Z`u is bounded or |f pT n xq| Ñ 8. In particular, T R WNH pHq.
Proof. Since every well-ordered subset of R is countable, M " tz P σpT q : |z| ą 1u is (finite or) countable. By the Spectral Theorem, T is unitarily equivalent to the orthogonal direct sum of a normal contraction and a diagonal (with respect to an orthonormal basis) operator with only elements of M on the diagonal. Taking this into account, we see that for each f P H˚and x P H, f pT n xq " b n`ř tPM a t t n , where a P ℓ 1 pM q and b P ℓ 8 pZ`q.
(10.1) If a " 0, then tf pT n xq : n P Z`u " tb n : n P Z`u is bounded. Assume now that a ‰ 0. Since t´|z| : z P σpT qu is well-ordered, there is c " maxt|t| : t P M, a t ‰ 0u. Since σpT q X cT is a singleton, there is the unique t 0 P M satisfying |t 0 | " c. Then |f pT n xq| " |a t 0 |c nˇ1`bn at 0 t n 0`ř tPM, |t|ăc att n at 0 t n 0ˇ" |a t 0 |c n p1`op1qq as n Ñ 8.
Since c ą 1, |f pT n xq| Ñ 8.
Lemma 10.3. Let T be a normal operator on Hilbert space H such that there is a sequence tλ n u nPN in σpT q such that 1 ă |λ 1 | ă |λ 2 | ă . . . and the numbers λ j |λ j | are pairwise distinct. Then T P NH pHq.
